ARC-170 Instructions

1. Print out on card stock, or print on paper, and glue to thin cardboard, such as a cereal box.
2. Cut out each piece along solid lines, including wing slots on the engines.
3. Carefully score along dashed lines except inner wing tabs.
4. Glue and assemble hull, cockpit, and engines.
5. Carefully center and glue top and bottom braces to hull.
6. Glue cockpit to top of hull.
7. Insert engines between braces so they fit against hull, and glue where indicated.
8. Glue and fold wings together. Place glue on back of wing tabs, and insert wing extensions into engine slots.
10. Place ARC-170 on base for display.
HULL

GLUE UNDERNEATH AND ADHERE TO BOTTOM OF HULL

FOLD DOWN ALONG ALL DOTTED LINES

GLUE UNIVERSITY AND ADHERE TO BOTTOM OF HULL

GLUE UNDERNEATH AND ADHERE TO BOTTOM OF HULL
GLUE UNDERNEATH BRACE AND ADHERE WHERE NOTED TO BOTTOM OF HULL AND ENGINES

FOLD DOWN ALONG ALL DOTTED LINES

GLUE UNDERNEATH
AND ADHERE TO BOTTOM OF COCKPIT

GLUE TO TOP OF HULL

GLUE UNDERNEATH
AND ADHERE TO BOTTOM OF COCKPIT

TOP ENGINE BRACE

BOTTOM ENGINE BRACE
FOLD DOWN ALONG CENTER DOTTED LINES AND GLUE TOGETHER

CENTER WING

FOLD UP ALONG ALL INNER WING TABS AFTER WINGS ARE GLUED TOGETHER

TOP LEFT WING

BOTTOM LEFT WING
BASE

FOLD DOWN ALONG ALL DOTTED LINES
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GLUE

GLUE

GLUE

GLUE

GLUE